Lumen® Ethernet On-Demand

Secure, real-time connectivity to your data center and cloud environments without sacrificing performance.

Lumen Ethernet On-Demand has extensive network visibility, coupled with a range of security services, that provides multiple layers of protection. Providing the ability to efficiently shift critical workloads across various locations, clouds, and third-party data centers in real time; empowering you to enhance, and execute your hybrid cloud strategy on-demand, removing the wait time of traditional network installations.

Using our Lumen NaaS Manager puts you in control of your hybrid network ecosystem by providing the ability to execute, manage, modify, and expand multiple network functions in a single experience. You choose the bandwidth speed and which locations to connect when you demand it. And with our pay-as-you-go model, you have the control and flexibility to better manage network infrastructure expenses, which enables smarter and faster business decisions.

Benefits

Fast provisioning
- Connect or disconnect private services from multiple site locations, cloud and data center environments in real time via the Lumen NaaS Manager.

Pay as you go
- Only pay for what you need. With our pay-as-you-go model we provide you with the control and flexibility to manage network expenses for both business demand and budget.
- Monthly & hourly pricing available.

Secure Connectivity
- By utilizing the Lumen private network, your connection is inherently secure, minimizing your exposure to external threats.

Features

- Securely link additional locations, data centers or cloud environments using our private Ethernet connections.
- Your port is your passport - Ethernet allows customers to connect Lumen Multiple-Ports sites as well as Lumen Port to Lumen Port.
- Accelerate order delivery from days or weeks to near real time
- Pay-as-you-go billing model
- Connectivity to AWS, Google, Azure and Oracle and over 2,200 third-party data centers
- Access the service via secure portal
- Bandwidth speeds up to 30G

Why Lumen?
Lumen delivers a highly secure and connected network platform with the convenience of only paying for what you need. Manage secure, reliable, high-performance, scalable, private ports on demand and spend less time managing traffic and more time focusing on your business.